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Abstract. The Use Case Map (UCM) scenario notation can be used to model ser-
vice requirements and high-level designs for reactive and distributed systems. It is 
then a natural candidate for use in the process of generating requirement-directed 
test suites. We survey several approaches for deriving test goals from UCM mod-
els. We distinguish three main approaches. The first approach is based on testing 
patterns, the second one on UCM scenario definitions, and the third one on trans-
formations to formal specifications (e.g., in LOTOS). Several techniques will be 
briefly illustrated and compared in terms of quality of the test goals obtained, ease 
of use, and tool support. We also identify challenges in generating test cases from 
UCMs (as opposed to test goals) as well as opportunities for improving UCM-
based testing.  

1. Introduction 

In the past ten years, the Use Case Map (UCM) notation has been used to specify service 
requirements and high-level designs for various types of reactive and distributed sys-
tems [10][11]. A UCM model depicts causal scenarios composed of responsibilities that can 
be assigned to an underlying component structure (see a summary of the main notation ele-
ments in Annex A). Engineers can use tools such as the UCM Navigator (UCMNAV) to cre-
ate, maintain, and transform UCM models [38]. 

Like the majority of scenario notations, Use Case Maps can be used to direct test deriva-
tion. Since UCMs are often used at a very abstract level, close to user requirements, tests de-
rived from UCM models have much potential for validating implementations at the system or 
acceptance level, or for testing more detailed design models (e.g., in SDL or UML) while 
they are developed.  

UCM models emphasize behavior rather than data, and they also abstract from detailed 
communication mechanisms. Therefore, they are inappropriate for the derivation of imple-
mentation-level test cases. However, UCM models can still be very useful to derive test 
goals, which can then be refined into detailed test cases where data and communication as-
pects are added. This idea is not new. For instance, Tretmans suggested the use of goals as a 
means to select tests for complex systems from specifications [35], and Grabowski et al. have 
used Message Sequence Charts (MSC) as test goals to derive TTCN test cases from SDL 
specifications [16]. These test goals usually originate from (informal) requirements. We sug-
gest that UCM routes extracted from a model (map) represent a suitable source of test goals 
to be fulfilled. In current UCM-based software development methodology, the main use of 
the UCM model is for the specification and analysis of operational requirements. Our sugges-
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tion adds another use, which justifies further the initial investment in the creation and main-
tenance of the model. 

One research question of interest here is the following: How can we systematically trav-
erse a UCM model for selecting useful routes or, in other words, test goals? In this paper, we 
survey three main approaches. The first approach is based on testing patterns (Section 2), the 
second one on UCM scenario definitions (Section 3), and the third one on transformations to 
formal specifications, e.g., in LOTOS (Section 4). The main derivation techniques will be 
briefly illustrated and compared in terms of quality of the test goals obtained, ease of use, and 
tool support. In the discussion of Section 5, we also identify challenges in generating test 
cases from UCMs (as opposed to test goals) as well as opportunities for improving UCM-
based testing. 

2. Testing Based on UCM Testing Patterns 

2.1 Testing Patterns 

A pattern is a proven and reusable solution to a recurring problem in a specific context. Pat-
terns can be grouped to form pattern languages [1], which are collections of patterns that 
work together to solve problems in a specific domain. In a pattern language, a resulting con-
text of one pattern becomes the context of its successor patterns.  

Many well-known patterns address design, architecture, or process issues. However, test-
ing patterns, which provide established solutions for designing tests or for supporting the 
testing process, are also becoming popular [13], especially in the new era of extreme and ag-
ile programming. For instance, in order to test object-oriented systems, Binder suggests a 
collection of test design patterns for various artifacts, including classes, methods, and scenar-
ios [8]. Test automation patterns and test oracle patterns are also discussed. Testing patterns 
represent an interesting trade-off between intuitive test generation, which is commonly used 
nowadays, and formal test case generation, which is more demanding in terms of initial mod-
eling investment. We see testing patterns as a semi-formal approach to test selection that fits 
nicely within the level of abstraction targeted by semi-formal notations like UCM and UML. 

2.2 UCM-Oriented Test Pattern Language 

In his thesis [3], Amyot developed testing patterns that target the coverage of scenarios de-
scribed in terms of UCM. These patterns aim to cover functional scenarios at various levels 
of completeness: all results, all causes and all results, all path segments, all end-to-end paths, 
all plug-ins, and so on. The rationale is that covering UCM paths leads to the coverage of the 
associated events and responsibilities (and of their relative ordering) forming the require-
ments scenarios. The patterns are inspired partly by existing white-box test selection strate-
gies for implementation languages constructs such as branching conditions and loops, or for 
cause-effect graphs [26], but applied at the level of abstraction of requirements scenarios. 

The UCM-oriented testing pattern language presented in Fig. 1 explains how individual 
UCM testing patterns, summarized in Annex B, can be connected together in order to derive 
test goals from a UCM model. This language itself is expressed as a UCM, and must be seen 
as a general recommendation rather than as a strict procedure. 
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Fig. 1. UCM-oriented testing pattern language 

In this pattern language, complex UCM models with many dynamic stubs (containers with 
many submaps) are first flattened into a collection of models where the stubs have been re-
placed by their plug-ins (TP5 and TP6 in Annex B). Then, for each of these maps, a subset of 
the start points is enabled (TP4). For each resulting flat map with enabled start point, various 
coverage levels can be achieved on a construct per construct basis (alternatives with TP1, 
concurrent segments with TP2, and loops with TP3). The end result is a set of test goals, 
some of which are usable for rejection test cases (i.e., that must be rejected by the system 
under test). The latter are useful for checking the correct handling of loop boundaries or the 
triggering of necessary start points in UCM paths that have to synchronize. 

The six patterns summarized in Annex B are fully described in [3] using a template com-
prising the following fields: Name, Intent, Fault Model, Context, Forces, Strategies, Example, 
Consequences, Known Uses, and Related Patterns. Some of these fields will be further illus-
trated for one pattern in the next section. 

2.3 Example with Causally-Linked Stubs 

The following example uses test pattern TP6 to describe the content of a pattern and illustrate 
how to use the pattern language. 

The intent of pattern TP6 is to generate, for UCM paths that contain causally linked dy-
namic stubs (e.g., in sequence), test goals expressed in terms of sequentially linked start 
points, responsibilities, waiting places, timers, and end points  

The context is that the functionality under test is captured as a UCM path that contains 
multiple causally linked dynamic stubs. Each stub has a default plug-in representing the ab-
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sence of specific functionality at this location. Plug-ins are also used to capture functionalities 
that deviate from the basic behavior. The map on the left side of Fig. 2 contains two stubs, 
whose plug-ins are shown on the right side. We will assume that plug-in 1 is the default be-
havior for both stubs S1 (End is bound to OUT2) and S2 (End is bound to OUT4). Plug-in 2 
belongs to S1 whereas Plug-in 3 is used by S2. 

Fig. 2. Example with a sequence of two dynamic stubs 

The fault model of TP6 assumes that faults result from combinations of plug-ins bound to 
causally linked stubs (potentially a feature interaction). The coverage of all combinations of 
plug-ins in flattened maps, where all stubs are substituted with appropriate plug-ins according 
to the binding relationships, ensures that these faults are detected. 

There are several forces involved in this pattern. While flattening such a UCM, many 
possible combinations may result, especially in situations where a UCM has multiple levels 
of nested stubs and plug-ins or where stubs contain numerous plug-ins. Generating test goals 
for all combinations leads to more thorough test suites, but at a higher cost. 

TP6 suggests three strategies (see Annex B), sorted according to the likelihood of finding 
undesirable interactions between plug-ins (from low-yield test goals to high-yield test goals). 
Note that these strategies are not mutually exclusive and can be used in combination. If we 
use strategy 6.C (called functionality combinations), all combinations of two or more func-
tionalities (plug-ins) are used in causally linked stubs. Multiple flattened maps may result 
from this procedure. Then, the other patterns (TP1 to TP5) can be used according to the 
guidelines expressed in the pattern language of Fig. 1. In our example, one flattened map 
results from Plug-in 2 being used in S1 and Plug-in 3 in S2. With Strategy 1.B (Alternative - 
All paths), the set of resulting test goals becomes: {<SP, a, EP1>, <SP, b, c, EP2>, <SP, b, d, 
EP3>}. 

The most interesting test goals are those that differ from the goals generated by Strategy 
6.A and Strategy 6.B, i.e., {<SP, b, c, EP2>, <SP, b, d, EP3>} in the example above, because 
they represent interactions of functionalities. Some of these interactions might be classified as 
undesirable by designers and requirements engineers. They should then be prevented by the 
use of appropriate guarding conditions and selection policies at the UCM level, and the corre-
sponding test goals should be used as a basis for the generation of rejection test cases for the 
design specification of the system under test. 

2.4 Experience with Testing Patterns 

The testing pattern approach is an essential element of the Specification-Validation Approach 
with LOTOS and UCMs (SPEC-VALUE methodology) developed in [3]. SPEC-VALUE com-
bines the visual scenario aspects of UCM with the formality and executability of the algebraic 
specification language LOTOS [20]. In this methodology, a LOTOS prototype is constructed 
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from a UCM model according to a set of conversion guidelines. Then, the testing patterns 
given in Appendix B are used to extract test goals from the same UCM model. The test goals 
are converted to test cases (with data and expected verdicts) in the form of LOTOS processes. 
These three steps are done manually, and hence some verification is required to ensure con-
sistency and completeness of these three views. To this end, the test goals can be checked for 
consistency against the prototype (by composing the test cases with the specification accord-
ing to the LOTOS testing theory) using tools such as LOLA [29]. If a test case fails, then appro-
priate modifications should be brought to the requirements, the UCM model, the test goals, 
the test cases and/or the LOTOS prototype. 

Checking the specification and the test suite for completeness is done a priori with cover-
age-based criteria based on UCM paths (i.e., testing patterns and strategies) during the gen-
eration of test goals, and a posteriori by measuring the structural coverage of the LOTOS 
specification after running the test cases. In order to measure this coverage, the LOTOS speci-
fication can be instrumented with probes, automatically inserted at points determined accord-
ing to different criteria as described in [2]. Running the tests with LOLA then produces execu-
tion traces that can be summarized in a coverage report. A probe that is not covered indicates 
that a test case is missing in the test suite or that this part of the specification is unreachable. 

SPEC-VALUE was used in several experiments, including a group communication server 
(GCS), a GPRS point-to-multipoint group call service (PTM-G), a feature-rich telephony 
system (FI), an agent-based simplified basic call (SBC), and a tiny telephone system (TTS), 
all of which are summarized in [3]. The testing patterns were used to derive test goals for all 
these applications. The following table presents several metrics collected during these ex-
periments, as an indication of their structure and complexity: 

  
 System  GCS PTM FI SBC TTS 

a) # Root (top-level) UCMs 12 9 2 4 1
b) # Plug-in UCMs 0 0 23 0 4

U
C

M
 

c) # UCM components 12 15 5 7 6
d) # Process definitions 19 30 13 9 11
e) # Lines of behavior 750 1400 800 750 375
f) # Abstract data types (ADT) 29 53 39 8 19
g) # Lines of ADTs 800 1125 750 200 400
h) # Lines of tests 1600 800 1325 300 375

L
O

T
O

S 

i) Total number of lines 3150 3325 2875 1250 1050
j) # Acceptance functional tests 56 35 37 4 14
k) # Rejection functional tests 51 1 0 2 14
l) # Other tests (e.g., robustness) 2 0 0 5 5
m) # Unexpected verdicts 0 0 1 3 0
p) # Probes inserted 54 99 55 64 26T

es
ts

 &
 

C
ov

er
ag

e 

q) # Missed probes 3 11 4 17 0
 

In these experiments, not all the specifications were fixed according to the problems found. 
For instance, most missed probes resulted from discrepancies between the UCM models and 
their LOTOS specifications. The latter often contained additional functionalities, especially for 
exception handling situations. 

To further evaluate the effectiveness of some strategies over others, mutation testing [9] 
was also used at the specification level. Mutation operators were defined for LOTOS con-
structs and then applied to the above five LOTOS specifications to generate a number of mu-
tants. For each specification, the related test suite was run against each mutant. If no new 
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error was found for a given mutant, then this indicated that either the mutant was “equiva-
lent” to the original specification, or the test suite was not powerful enough to detect that type 
of error. 

Several points were observed during these experiments: 
— The use of test goals and test cases was helpful in finding ambiguities, errors, and unde-

sirable interactions in the different specifications, UCMs, and informal requirements, es-
pecially as the UCM models and their corresponding LOTOS specifications were evolving. 

— Testing patterns helped covering UCM paths in a cost-effective way. 
— However, the use of testing patterns and acceptance/rejection testing strategies was not 

sufficient to ensure the correctness of all the specifications. Robustness test cases, created 
manually without using testing patterns, have shown their usefulness in detecting addi-
tional errors. 

— The structural coverage measurement was beneficial as it led to the discovery of unfeasi-
ble paths and incomplete test suites in most case studies. 

— It is still premature to suggest general conclusions regarding the selection strategies that 
are most effective. The effectiveness of test cases seems to be linked to the length of test 
goals rather than to the use of a particular testing pattern.  

3. Testing Based on UCM Scenario Definitions 

The testing patterns discussed so far help engineers make informed decisions about the level 
of coverage they want at a given point in a UCM model. However, this process is entirely 
manual. UCM scenario definitions offer an alternative where test goals can be produced 
semi-automatically. 

3.1 Scenario Definition 

Scenario definitions are an addition to the basic UCM paths, and make use of formalized se-
lection conditions attached to branching points (i.e., OR-forks, dynamic stubs, and timers). 
UCMs have a very simple path data model, which enables global Boolean variables to be 
used in conditions and to be modified in responsibilities. Scenario definitions consist of initial 
values for the variables, a set of start points initially triggered, and an optional post-condition 
expected to be satisfied at the end of the execution of the scenario.  

An instance of a UCM scenario can be extracted from a UCM model given a scenario 
definition and a path traversal algorithm. The first algorithm was proposed by Miga et al. and 
prototyped in UCMNAV [25]. It was used to support the understanding of complex UCM 
models by highlighting the paths traversed according to the scenario definition. It was then 
extended to generate a Message Sequence Chart representing the scenario linearly. This first 
algorithm was limited in many ways, and Mussbacher generalized the traversal ideas to pro-
duce guidelines (incorporated in the Z.152 draft [39], part of the User Requirements Nota-
tion [24]) to which many types of traversal algorithms could conform. These guidelines are at 
the source of a new implementation of the traversal algorithm in UCMNAV [5], which now 
decouples the result of the traversal (output in XML) from specific representations such as 
MSCs. UCMEXPORTER [6][37] is a recent tool that takes the resulting XML scenarios as in-
put and converts them to MSCs (in Z.120 phrase representation [22]) or to UML 1.5 se-
quence diagrams (in XMI format [28]), with various options offered to the user. A prototype 
export filter that generates TTCN-3 [23] test skeletons is also included. 
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Scenario definitions, accompanied by a tool-supported path traversal algorithm, allow for 

the semi-automatic generation of test goals (UCMNAV represents them as partial orders 
coded in XML). Suitable scenario definitions still need to be provided manually, but then the 
generation of the test goal is automated, which is a significant advantage when the UCM 
model evolves. 

3.2 Example 

Since the examples discussed so far are too complex for detailed discussion in a paper, we 
present now a much smaller example. The UCM model in Fig. 3, created with UCMNAV, 
presents a simplified retail system composed of a root map that contains a dynamic stub with 
two plug-ins. There are three components involved (Customer, Retailer, and Warehouse). As 
for testing patterns, scenario definitions are independent of the presence of components in the 
model. 

 

Fig. 3. UCM model of a simplified retail system: root map and plug-ins 

Two Boolean variables guide the selection of paths and plug-ins: LargeQty and NeedMore. 
The customer may order a large quantity of goods, in which case LargeQty will be set to True. 
The formal definition of guard [LargeQty] is LargeQty, and that of [SmallQty] is ¬LargeQty. 
When responsibility PrepRequest is executed, NeedMore becomes True. One of the two plug-
ins will be selected according to the evaluation of the stub’s selection policy expressed in 
Fig. 3. The following four scenario definitions all use Order as start point, and no post-
conditions: 
— NormalLargeQty:  LargeQty=True,  NeedMore=False. 
— NormalSmallQty:   LargeQty=False,  NeedMore=False. 
— UndefinedNeedMore:  LargeQty=False,  NeedMore=Undefined. 
— InterestingCase:   LargeQty=False,  NeedMore=True. 

 
The left part of Fig. 4 shows the result of the first scenario (NormalLargeQty), as output in 
XML by UCMNAV (several attributes used for traceability to the original model were left out 
for simplicity). On the right side is the MSC representation of that same scenario, produced 
from the XML description by UCMEXPORTER and then rendered graphically with Telelogic 
Tau [33]. As expected, NeedMore was changed to True in the responsibility and the Delivery-
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AndRequest plug-in was selected. The output shows that concurrency was preserved, as well 
as traceability to the components, conditions, and responsibilities. 

NormalSmallQty leads to a different scenario where the Delivery plug-in is selected. With 
UndefinedNeedMore, the traversal stops when trying to select a plug-in in the dynamic stub 
because the guarding conditions cannot be evaluated (a variable is undefined). Interesting-
Case is a situation where a discussion might be needed. What if NeedMore is initially set to 
True? Will the Warehouse be requested to produce more goods even when the retailer stocks 
might still be sufficient? Scenario definitions can help explore such questions at the level of a 
UCM model, with little effort. The XML scenarios (whose format is defined in [5]) also con-
tain sufficient information to be considered as test goals on their own, or they can be trans-
formed to MSC or TTCN-3 for testing purpose. 

Fig. 4. Result of scenario definition NormalLargeQty, in XML and in MSC 

3.3 Applications 

Scenario definitions have been used to explore various types of systems (e.g., simple tele-
phone, elevator, security subsystem, and electronic warehouse) and to generate more detailed 
scenarios, with design level artifacts such as inter-component messages. To the authors’ 
knowledge, the main case study where test goals were generated from scenario definitions is 
for an Automated Call Delivery, whose UCM model was reverse-engineered from an existing 
system (this is unpublished industrial work).  

He et al. [19] used MSC scenarios generated from a UCM model (via scenario definitions 
and UCMNAV) to explore the automated synthesis of SDL executable specifications [21]. 
Klocwork’s MSC2SDL, part of Telelogic Tau 4.5 [33], was used to synthesize the specifica-
tion. However, the authors have not explored the use of this specification to generate test 
cases in TTCN, a functionality supported by Tau. 

<?xml version='1.0' standalone='no'?>
<!DOCTYPE scenarios SYSTEM "scenarios1.dtd">
<scenarios design-name = "WITUL04" ...>

<group name = "WitulTests"  group-id = "1" >
<scenario name = "NormalLargeQty" scenario-definition-id = "1" >

<seq>
<do name="Order" type="Start" comp = "Customer" ... />
<condition label="[LargeQty]" expression ="LargeQty" />
<do name="PrepRequest" type="Resp" comp = "Retailer" ... />
<condition label="DeliverAndRequest" expression ="NeedMore" />
<do name="in1" type="Connect_Start" comp = "Retailer" .../>
<par>
<seq>

<do name="out2" type="Connect_End" comp = "Retailer" .../>
<do name="RequestForMore" type="End_Point" comp = "Warehouse" .../>

</seq>
<seq>

<do name="out1" type="Connect_End" comp = "Retailer".../>
<do name="Delivered" type="End_Point" comp = "Customer".../>

</seq>
</par>

</seq>
</scenario>

</group>
</scenarios>

WarehouseRetailerCustomer

1

1par

1

DeliverAndRequest

PrepRequest

LargeQty

MSC NormalLargeQty

RequestForMore

Delivered

Order
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4. Testing Based on UCM Transformations 

Section 2 has described a manual process for generating test goals from testing patterns, and 
section 3 a semi-automatic process involving scenario definitions. In this section, we discuss 
approaches where the generation of test goals from UCM models is fully automated. 

4.1 Automated Generation of LOTOS Scenarios and TTCN Test Cases 

To generate test goals, Charfi uses an exhaustive path traversal algorithm, adapted from 
Miga’s original one [25], to traverse a UCM model augmented with key annotations in 
LOTOS [12]. This approach, prototyped in the UCM2LOTOSTEST tool, produces an exhaustive 
collection of test goals described as partially-ordered sequences of LOTOS events. 

UCM2LOTOSTEST automates a fixed selection of testing patterns from Annex B (e.g., 
1B:All segments, 3B:At most one iteration, and 5C:All plug-ins). The presence of multiple 
start points (TP4) is not handled, but this representation of the routes preserves concurrency 
explicitly (hence there is no need for TP2). Since this tool does not consider the path data 
model, condition labels are mapped to LOTOS events. The goal generation algorithm handles 
components and inter-component communication, but in a rigid way, very biased towards the 
author’s case study (a simplified next-generation PBX). 

The generation of test goals is automated, but the size of the resulting test suite grows 
very quickly as the UCM model becomes more complex. This is due to the exhaustive nature 
of the traversal, which is not guided by valuable hand-picked scenario definitions. Also, noth-
ing prevents the generation of test goals that are unfeasible because of contradictory guarding 
conditions collected during the traversal. For instance, in the example of Fig. 3, one of the 
scenarios generated by UCM2LOTOSTEST would go through the [LargeQty] path segment, and 
then through the Delivery plug-in. This path is unfeasible because NeedMore cannot be True 
and False at the same time. 

To detect such invalid scenarios, Charfi suggests the manual creation of a LOTOS specifi-
cation from the UCM model, which will be checked against the test goals (using LOLA). If a 
test fails, then this indicates that either the test goal results from an invalid path, or that the 
specification is incorrect.  

The availability of such LOTOS specification was also exploited for a different and com-
plementary purpose. The test goals can be used, in combination with the specification and the 
TGV toolkit [15], to generate acceptance test cases in TTCN. Several minor modifications to 
the test goals were however required to be compatible with the requirements of TGV. 

4.2 Automated Generation of LOTOS Specifications and Scenarios 

Guan’s thesis work [17] had a different purpose, which was the generation of scenarios in the 
form of Message Sequence Charts from UCM models, in assistance to the process of produc-
ing precise and consistent documentation for telecommunications standards. The interest of 
her work in our context is that she developed an automatic translator from a substantial subset 
of the UCM notation (presented in Annex A) to LOTOS. This tool, called UCM2LOTOSSPEC, 
improves greatly upon the approach suggested by Charfi (Section 4.1), where the LOTOS 
specification is produced manually, because the specification can be re-generated each time 
the UCM model changes. 
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A companion tool based on the same principles, UCM2LOTOSSCENARIOS, is capable of 

extracting individual LOTOS scenarios or test goals from the UCM model. The generation of 
scenarios follows the structure of the UCM, in the sense that all possible paths in the UCM 
are traversed once. The generated test goals preserve the concurrency introduced in the UCM 
model (e.g., with AND-forks) using the LOTOS parallel operator (|||). Unlike Charfi’s 
UCM2LOTOSTEST, which extended UCMNAV directly, UCM2LOTOSSCENARIOS is a self-
contained Java application that accepts UCM models in UCMNAV’s XML format. It is also 
less restricted than UCM2LOTOSTEST because it supports the generation of test goals from 
maps with loops and multiple start points. 

The LOTOS specification and the test goals so generated can be used to verify and validate 
UCM models. LOLA can be used to check the test goals (expressed as LOTOS test processes) 
against the specification to detect non-determinism and other types of design errors, which 
may require modifications to the UCM model. Another tool (LOTOS2MSC [32]) is also used 
in order to present the scenarios in Message Sequence Chart format, for documentation and 
manual inspection of the results. The process was demonstrated on a standard that was under 
development at that time (3G Location Based Services, from the Telecommunications Indus-
try Association — TIA).  

This research focuses on the translation algorithms, and does not address the problems of 
scenario selection or elimination of unfeasible scenarios identified previously (UCM2LOTOS-
SCENARIOS does not use UCM scenario definitions nor the UCM path data model). Therefore, 
for complex UCMs, this method will produce large numbers of scenarios and many are likely 
to be unfeasible and will require manual inspection to be detected. For example, using the 
simplified retailer system of Fig. 3 as input, UCM2LOTOSSCENARIOS generates 4 scenarios: 
— One that takes the [LargeQty] branch and the Delivery plug-in (should be unfeasible); 
— A second that takes the [LargeQty] branch and the DeliveryAndRequest plug-in (feasible); 
— A third that takes the [SmallQty] branch and the Delivery plug-in (feasible); 
— A fourth that takes the [SmallQty] branch and the DeliveryAndRequest plug-in (feasible). 
Again, unfeasible scenarios (once detected) could be kept and used as rejection test goals. 

5. Discussion 

The approaches presented here are briefly compared in terms of several quality and usability 
aspects, and then compared to related work. A discussion on some issues regarding the gen-
eration of test cases from the generated test goals follows. 

5.1 Comparison 

The quality of the test goals generated depends on the feasibility of the scenarios and the 
handling of inter-component communication and of concurrency.  
— Unfeasible scenarios: scenario definitions seem to provide the best approach here, since 

unfeasible paths are prevented by the traversal mechanism. With testing patterns, a man-
ual approach, users can take unfeasible paths into account, but with extra effort. Auto-
mated transformation approaches still cannot handle unfeasible scenarios properly, and 
the latter must be detected afterwards (e.g., by inspection).  
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— Inter-component communication: Testing patterns provide no help here but all the other 
approaches provide partial solutions to this issue (e.g., by generating synthetic messages 
that can be refined later into more realistic messages). 

— Quantity of test goals: The automated approaches are exhaustive and may result in an 
explosion of test goals. The coverage of scenario definitions is at the moment hard to as-
sess. Testing patterns are probably the most flexible approach here, but one would need to 
use a test goal representation where concurrency is preserved (similar to the LOTOS paral-
lel operator or the MSC inline par statement) instead of the suggested interleaving inter-
pretation of AND-forks, which may result in numerous sequential goals. 

— Scalability: Scenario definitions can scale to very large UCM models. Testing patterns 
could become scalable if less manual effort was involved. The automated, transformation-
based approaches so far generate too many test goals (where many are unfeasible). 

— UCM model evolution: Testing patterns do not really provide any support here. Guan’s 
automated approach is interesting because the test goals can be validated against a LOTOS 
specification automatically generated (unlike Charfi’s). Scenario definitions are also use-
ful when the model evolves as they require little or no modifications and they can be used 
for regression testing (when checking whether a new UCM model has broken anything). 

— Usability: Extra effort is required to define and maintain scenario definitions and the con-
ditions in the UCM model, but the resulting test goals are output in XML and easy to 
post-process. Testing patterns are simple to understand and do not even require a formal 
UCM model to be used, however it would be difficult to assess the quality of the model 
and test goals. Automated approaches are simple to use (especially Guan’s), but the re-
sulting test goals are formulated in a format less flexible than XML (e.g., LOTOS traces) 

— Tool support: Testing patterns have no tool support at the moment. Scenario definitions 
are supported by UCMNAV, which generates XML scenarios that can be further trans-
formed by UCMEXPORTER into MSCs, UML sequence diagrams, TTCN-3 test skeletons, 
etc. UCM2LOTOSSCENARIOS (which is better than UCM2LOTOSTEST) automates the gen-
eration of test goals from UCM models in UCMNAV format. 

So far, test goal generation based on scenario definitions appears to be the most pragmatic 
and simple avenue for most applications. 

5.2 Related Work 

Two of Binder’s test patterns [8] stand out as being related to the ones presented here. Round-
trip Scenario Test is used to extract a control flow model from a UML sequence diagram and 
then develop a path set that provides minimal branch and loop coverage (similar to Testing 
Patterns 1 and 3 in Appendix B). However, Binder’s heuristic solution does not consider con-
currency and sub-models (e.g., plug-ins). The UCM-oriented test patterns handle such con-
structs and provide strategies for coping with related issues such as scalability and state ex-
plosion which are avoided altogether by Binder. Extended Use Case Test is used to develop a 
system-level test suite by modeling essential capabilities as extended use cases. UCMs pro-
vide benefits similar to those cited by Binder, but they also provide an appropriate level of 
abstraction for early design stages. UML extend and include relationships for use cases are 
also difficult to flatten (flattening is simpler with the UCM stub/plug-in mechanism). Finally, 
this Extended Use Case Test pattern is very generic, whereas the UCM-oriented testing pat-
tern language offers a more systematic way of generating test goals. 

The work of Tsai et al. [34] in the area of thin threads is also relevant. A thin thread 
represents a basic end-to-end system functionality and is associated with a set of conditions 
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specifying its triggering events. They have been used during Y2K testing at the US Depart-
ment of Defense. Thin treads can be represented as text or as a tree, and they correspond to 
the scenarios or UCM routes extracted from UCM models. Bai et al. [7] proposed a way of 
extracting thin threads from UML activity diagrams, which share many commonalities with 
UCMs. Their algorithm does not preserve concurrency (two thin threads are generated for 
each pair of activity sequences that are in parallel), loops are visited a number of times, and 
components (swimlanes) and inter-component messages are not considered. However, thin 
threads preserve alternatives, and so each branch can be converted to a test goal. Test condi-
tions and data objects are collected along the way, and concrete test data satisfying these con-
ditions must be provided (manually) to transform each branch into a test case. The approach 
is still exhaustive (and further selection is required) and does not prevent the generation of 
unfeasible scenarios. Tool support is not available for this conversion. 

Wieringa and Eshuis also use UML activity diagrams, this time however to translate them 
into an input format for a model checker, used to verify user-defined propositional require-
ments [14]. If such a property fails, the model checker returns a counter-example whose cor-
responding path in the activity diagram is highlighted. Their semantics supports time (unlike 
UCM’s) and data (but equations are often reduced to simple Boolean variables), and their 
conversion is supported by tools. This work has not yet been used to generate test goals. 

Reuys et al. [31] have done some work on the use of activity diagrams for test goal gen-
eration. Their models are supplemented with annotations capturing variability points (their 
research focus is on product families), and their test selection strategy is coverage-driven. 
However, algorithms and tool support do not yet exist. 

Neukirchen et al. [26] suggest the use of MSC-based patterns for real-time communica-
tion systems (e.g., expressing delay, throughput, and periodic real-time requirements) for 
developing test cases. They provide a mapping between their fine-grained patterns and prede-
fined TIMEDTTCN-3 (a real-time extension to TTCN-3) functions, hence helping bridge the 
gap between test goals and test cases. The UCM patterns presented here are more application-
independent and abstract than the ones in [26]. However, the latter address more specialized 
and detailed issues related to time and communication, and they are also applicable to design. 

 Turner has suggested several approaches for formalizing models expressed as Chisel 
scenario diagrams [36]. He provided tool-supported transformations to LOTOS and SDL and 
defined companion languages for testing and validating the resulting specifications in a way 
that hides the details of the specifications. Test goal generation and selection is not yet sup-
ported per se, but this framework could likely be extended to support such functionality. 

More recently, Hassine presented an algorithm to reduce the complexity of UCM models 
using slicing criteria [18]. This work could be combined with the approaches presented in this 
paper in order to cope (to some extent) with the scenario explosion problem. 

5.3 Towards Test Case Generation 

In order to further transform UCM-generated test goals to implementation-level test cases, 
several points need to be taken into consideration, including: 
— Communication: Communication mechanisms between pairs of components connected by 

a UCM path must be specified (e.g., messages, parameters and data values, protocols).  
— Hiding: UCM responsibilities and start/end points located inside components may be hid-

den and hence left out of the test goals. The interface used to test needs to be specified. 
— Data values: Data values need to be selected such that the various conditions in the test 

goal are satisfied. Conventional techniques (e.g., boundary analysis [26]) are applicable. 
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— Set-up and clean-up: Preambles and postambles may be needed for each test case. 
— Target: Tests need to be re-targetable and readable by test equipment, something that is 

supported by languages such as TTCN-3. 

6. Conclusions 

The existence of a UCM analysis model represents a good opportunity to reuse it for generat-
ing test goals. In this paper, we have surveyed three approaches based on testing patterns, 
scenario definitions, and automated transformations (which implement a fixed subset of test-
ing patterns). We illustrated some of the main concepts and techniques, and we discussed the 
strengths and weaknesses of several quality and usability aspects. The available solutions are 
still imperfect, but they are still comparable to what is done elsewhere, for instance with 
UML activity diagrams and thin threads. Moreover, many of the techniques presented here 
could be applicable to other notations (UML 2.0 activity diagrams would be an excellent 
candidate). 

Several improvements are foreseeable, for instance coverage measures for UCMs in 
UCMNAV (useful for groups of scenario definitions) and proper conversion and handling of 
the UCM path data model in conversion tools (to avoid the generation of unfeasible paths). 
These tools could also be more flexible by offering users choices between various testing 
patterns during automated translations, as well as generic mechanisms to associate meaning-
ful message names to UCM paths linking pairs of components. 

Generation of SDL specifications would introduce another level of complexity in the gen-
eration of test goals. LOTOS uses multi-way rendezvous (i.e., synchronous) communication 
without explicit time, whereas SDL uses asynchronous communication, with time. Many new 
categories of errors currently not handled by the current automated approaches could hence 
be taken into consideration while generating test goals. Given a SDL specification and MSC 
test goals, existing tools could also be used to generate TTCN test cases. 

The UCM notation supports performance annotations and the definition of performance 
requirements [30]. This additional source of information could perhaps enable the generation 
of performance-oriented test goals, which are very desirable for testing design models and 
implementations. In fact, the UCM notation itself would benefit from increased formaliza-
tion, for instance, based on a metamodel. 

Finally, although scenario definitions appear to be the most promising approach for test 
generation, further experiments based on common UCM models and comparing the benefits 
of these approaches, in isolation and in combination, would also allow us to determine with 
more certainty what the next steps for improving UCM-based testing should be. 
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Annex A: Main Constructs of the UCM Notation 

 

Annex B: UCM-Oriented Testing Patterns with Strategies 

The following table presents examples of the testing patterns and strategies used in the testing 
pattern language of Fig. 1. The complete description of the patterns can be found in [3]. 

 
TP1: Testing pattern for alternatives 

 
1A: All results (end points): {<SP, a, c, EP>} 
1B: All segments: {<SP, a, c, EP>, <SP, b, d, EP>} 
1C: All paths: {<SP, a, c, EP>, <SP, a, d, EP>, <SP, b, c, EP>, <SP, b, d, EP>} 
1D: All combinations of sub-conditions (for composite conditions, e.g., (X OR Y) AND Z ) 

TP2: Testing pattern for concurrency (assuming interleaving semantics) 

 
2A: One combination: {<SP, a, b, c, EP>} 
2B: Some combinations: {<SP, a, b, c, EP>, <SP, b, a, c, EP>} 
2C: All combinations: {<SP, a, b, c, EP>, <SP, b, a, c, EP>, <SP, b, c, a, EP>} 

TP3: Testing pattern for loops 

 
3A: All segments: {<SP, a, b, a, EP>} 
3B: At most k iterations: {<SP, a, EP>, <SP, a, b, a, EP>, <SP, a, b, a, b, a, EP>} (if k = 2) 
3C: Valid boundaries [low, high]: Tests low, low+1, high-1, and high. If low = 1 and high = 5:  
 {<SP,a,b,a,EP>, <SP,a,b,a,b,a,EP>, <SP,a,b,a,b,a,b,a,b,a,EP>, <SP,a,b,a,b,a,b,a,b,a,b,a,EP>} 
3D: All boundaries [low, high]: Tests valid ones (3C) and invalid ones (low-1 and high+1). If low = 1 and high = 5: 
 Accept: {<SP,a,b,a,EP>, <SP,a,b,a,b,a,EP>, <SP,a,b,a,b,a,b,a,b,a,EP>, <SP,a,b,a,b,a,b,a,b,a,b,a,EP>} 
 Reject: {<SP,a,EP>, <SP,a,b,a,b,a,b,a,b,a,b,a,b,a,EP>} 
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TP4: Testing pattern for multiple start points 
 

 

 
Height strategies based on necessary, redundant, insufficient, and racing subsets of inputs: 
4A: One necessary subset, one goal: {<SP2, SP3, EP>} (if case 3 is selected) 
4B: All necessary subsets, one goal: {<SP2, SP3, EP>, <SP1, EP>} (assume interleaving) 
4C: All necessary subsets, all goals: {<SP2, SP3, EP>, <SP3, SP2, EP>, <SP1, EP>} 
4D: One redundant subset, one goal: {<SP1, SP2, EP>} 
4E: All redundant subsets, one goal: {<SP1, SP2, EP>, <SP3, SP1, EP>} 
4F: One insufficient subset, one goal: {<SP2, EP>} (rejection) 
4G: All insufficient subsets, one goal: {<SP3, EP>, <SP2, EP>} (rejection) 
4H: Some racing subsets, some goals: {<SP1, SP3, SP2, EP, EP>, <SP2, SP3, SP1, EP, EP>} 
 

TP5: Testing pattern for a single stub and its plug-ins 

5A: Static flattening (when only one plug-in in the static stub) 
5B: Dynamic flattening, some plug-ins (when several plug-ins in the dynamic stub) 
5C: Dynamic flattening, all plug-ins (when several plug-ins in the dynamic stub) 
 

TP6: Testing pattern for causally-linked stubs 

6A: Default behavior (when no feature is active) 
6B: Individual functionalities (when one feature is active at a time) 
6C: Functionality combinations (when several or all functionalities are active) 
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